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To all whom, it may concern. 
3a it k 

citizen of the United States, residing at De 
troit, in the county of Wayne and State of 
Michigail, have invented certain new and 
useful improvements in Adding-i achines, 
of which the following is a description, ret 
erence being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, forming a part of this specification. 
The general object of the present inven 

tion is to adapt an adding machine to Eng 
lish currency. When designed for use with 
a decimal system of currency an adding ina 
chie tastially has a nuinber of parallel rows 
of almount keys each row numbered front 
1 to 9 and wheels or diais correspondingly 
in libered. Of course this would not suffice 
for the English systein where twelve ke 
would be required in the first bank if that 

30 :ank is used for example to register and re 
cord pence. By the present invention it is 
roposed to provide for additional tuits in 

the primary bask without requiring any 
considerable disorganization or reorganiza 

5 tion of a construction which night prima. 
rily be intended and adapted for recording 
and 'egistering according to the decimal sys 
tenn. . 

For the purposes of the present disclosun'e 
the imanner of carrying out the invention as 
applied to a well-known type of adding ma 
cline is illustrated and set forth, although 
it is to be understood that the invention is 
not necessarily inited to such particular 
application. - 
With the above-stated object in view the 

invention consists in certain novel features 
{}f coinstruction and combinations of parts 
the essential elements whereof aire recited 
in the appended claims and a preferred form 
of embodiment of which is described in de 
tail hereinafter and fully illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings forming part of 
this specification. 

5 {}f said drawings Figtre 1. 'epresents in 
right-side elevation an adding machine of 
the type shown in 'atent No. 745,533 issued 
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40 
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is a similar right-side elevation on an en 

polition of the machina where the new parts 
embodying the invention are located; Fig. 3 
is a fragmentary top plan view of the parts 
illustrated in elevation in Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is 
modified constriction: Fig. 5 is a fragmeil 
tary top plan view of the paits illustrated 
in elevation in Fig. i.; Fig. 8 is another 
fragmentary top plan view in the nature of 
an extension of Fig. 5; Fig. 7 is a fragine 
tary rear elevation of parts illustrated at 
the right in Figs. 4 and 5; fig. 8 is a plan 
view of a silicient portion of the Fiachine 

te changes in inscriptions on cer to illustrate 
tain banks of annount key's and upon certain 
of the acetiniulator wheels; Fig. 9 represents 
certail transfer rechanism in left side ele 
vation; iig. 10 silhilarly represents 'estor 
ing devices for such transfer mechanism: 
and Fig. represents in right side eleva. 

s" -- M a , 

tion stop devices of the tens of shillings 
bank. 

In a machine of the type sirown in tile 
above-mentioned paient the anouilt keys 
are arranged in a familiar hail her ranging 
fron front to rear in several parallel rows 
and such keys are luntered in each row cor 
i'espondingly to provide for all the amounts 
in the several decimal places within the ca 

! pacity of the machine. These mount keys 
are piled by springs and each, i.ey is co 

: pled to a lever which exteids realis 
for connection with a stop-pin (; 
there being a set or row of sich 
or blades for each rew of keys. 
lack bai' for each set of stop-biacies and in 
an operation of the achine the exteit of 
movement of that particular rack bar is tie 
termined by its attent against which - 
ever one of the stop-blades has been elevated 
by tiepression of an allinoint key, 

in the accompanying drawings the refe: 
ence in illerai 17 designates keys such as: 
is lose er;'ed to, (3 eyei's 
said keys coinaert and is stop-blades 
pied to said ever's, respectively, 
sei(x : he's 3:{} s 
ported by radius links be reciprocated by the drawing 

blacie. 
oins 

a view similar to Fig. 2 but illustrating a 
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a handle lever (not shown) secured to a 
rock shaft 50 and the restoration of said 
shaft by a spring 55 suitably ci'anked there 
io as shown in Fig. 1. An arm 5 secured 
to the shaft 50 carries at its real end a l'oiler 
i52 engaging a can slot in an a ran or plate 53 
and the latter is secured to a countel rock 
shaft 54. The atter carries an arm (4 with 
a stud 74 to a bitt, the front edge of the for 
ward radius line 311 and by acting against 
the same when the operating handle moves 
rearwardly, move the lack back to normal. 
The forward movement of the lack 
brought about through the medium of a 
spring 75, connecting the rear l'adius link 
311 with said arm 74, so that its extent of 
li ovement may be regulated by its abut 
inent against one or another of the stop 
blades 115. This rack bar. coöperates with 
a pinion 78 on a number wheel ol' dial 90. 
it will be understood that thei'e is a rack, 
a pair of radius links, an arm 74 and spring 
5 for each ninnber wheel. These are all 

well-known elements of a machine of the 
type shown in said Wales patent and in ad 
(lition to the above-ent inerated parts lay 
ibe mentioned tie bi'(at pawl or latch 114 
(Figs. 2, 4, 5 and 7) pivotally mounted in 
the frame 113 which carries the stop-blades 
and drawn by a suitable spring into engage 
ment with all of the stop-blades of the row 
or set. Projections on the stop-blades co 
Operate with the upper edge of this broad 
pawl or latch in a well-known manner to provide for tenporarily maintaining the 
operated stop-blade in elevated position 
against the stress of the key spring. Under 
this arrangement of course the depression 
of a second key in the sane row will have 
the effect of releasing a previously depressed 
key in that row. Suitable means are, as 
usual, Orovided for displacing the latch Ol' 
detent it the proper time in all operation 
of the inachine so as to cause the attiliatic 

is 

is return of any depressed keys to no l'inal at 
the conclusion of an operation of the ina 
chine. 

Referring first to the constructions illus 
trated in Figs. 1 to 3, he increased capacity 
for regist ration in the right-hand depart 
11 ent of the inachine is provided for as fol 
lows: The right-hand row set of stop 
blades is increased ill null be by two, the 
additional blades being readily accolamo 
dated in the frame 1 3 at opposite ends of 
the usual row of nine stop-blades. 'he 
right-hand rack a 310 is permitted a 
greater range of movement so that the rear 
lost stop-blade may serve the usual func 
tion of the stop-blade just in front of this 
alditional blade, viz., to letermine the ex 
tent of movement of the rack bar when reg 
istering one unit ill the lowest decial place. 
'ile increased range of novelinent of the 
::ck bit raiso p!'s vides for its advancig far 

as: 990, 174. 

enough to contact with the foremost stop). 
blade which represents the highest number 
in the lowest (lecimal place. This increased 
range of no veinent is pi'o \icle: for by lo 

: cating the stud 7.4 in the right arian T4 a 
greater distance from the rock shaft 5-4 
than corresponding studs of the other arms, 

I and consequently nearer the center on which 
the forward raclius links rock, all as illus 
trated in Fig. 1, where the studs appear in 
lotted illes. in the present instance the 
construction provides for a registration up 
to eleven in the lowest decimal place, the 
twelfth increment of movement in this bank 
l'epresenting accumulation of pence to the 
amount of one shilling and consequently 
|being carried to the next higher wheel. 
Two additional keys 117 are mounted to 
the right of the keys inscribed with n 
le'lls S and 9 in the row of keys which is 
ordinarily the farthest one to the right. 
This is illustrated in Figs. 3 and S where 
the two additional keys are shown as in 
scribed with the ninerals 10 and 11. The 
line regular keys of the (usual right-hand 
1') V a 'e connected respectively with the 
ite: 'i. Ost title stol-blades of the right-hand 
Sct of stich bia (tes whereas the two additional 
key's 11 it a 'e connected respectively with 
the forelin Ost two stop-blades of this set. 
The stcins of said keys 117 are offset as 
shown at 117, Fig. 32, and their lower ex 
trealities are coupled respectively to levers 
16 and 116 pivoted intern ediate their 

ends to a suitable supporting bracket 1 1 0, 
and connected a respectively with the fore 
niost two stop-blades which have laterally 
projecting lugs 15, an 115 embraced re 
spectively by the bift treated rear ends of 
tie level's 1(3* and 16”. This depression 
of the key beairing the in theral () will ele 
Vate the tenth st())-blade ('ottisting from the 
'ear, whereas depression of the key bearing 
the illeiral 11 will elevate the elevel in or 
foi'enost stop-bla (le. 

It will be seen that the above-described 
col striction provities for two additional in 
(reinents of movement of the right-hand 
lack a 1310. The wheel or dial cooperatig 
with said lack will be correspot) clingly in 
scribe with in the 'als from 1 to at a 
intervening zero, as shown in Fig. S. Thus: 
such wheel instead of showing a zero pon 
receiving an increment of movement beyond 
the position in which it displays the huneral 
$) will slow the nunner'; 10 and with another 
incre) ent of noveline)t will show the I 
unei'al it. This ol) viol isly provides for reg 

echanisi associated with said wheel and 
the next higher wheel will provide for car. 
rying a twelve-pence registration to the shil 
lings wheel. The latter and the coöperating 
'ck bar. stop-lades aid row of keys re(ie 
() alteratio over the tistial coistrictioi e 
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5 

istration of ence and the usual transfer 
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tigs wheel the inscriptions 
ailerating ones and Zeros 

* other' novement of this sec 
t heel there is a transfer to the 

C i. Of course the row of keys 
with the second shillings wheel 

inscriptions from 1 to 9 but 
one will ice inscribed on each 

'ovy. These variations from the 
eineiat, as to inseriptions on 

S and number wheels. ...re ilius 
E3, will be iderstood that. 

it of nine keys in the second 
alik is siaply a matter of con 
ides preserving symmetry of the 

he depression of any one of 

S 

- 
- : 

the corresponding rack bar 
ence a single key in this 

Šar as 'egisti'a- 
cond shillings wheel are con 

is , , , , i be stificient, so : 
S. 

shown whereby the innove 
bai which turns the tens of 

is redei'ed unifoim for each 
corresponding bank may be de 

ampioyed, each blade being con 
a key ever 116, the Sanne as 

They simply perform the 
fing the usual pivoted stop 
ig. ii.), in the type of add 

shovia, it is customary for 
() ar; i3 perform the firic 

; : 'ack bar in any bank 
ié; his been depressed. 
stop ai'in is turned inter 

}rpose aid so long as the stop 
its norma iowered position, 

of the corresponding track bar 
3 same whe: the machie is op 
fi'evening any effective advance. 
iyar. Ordinarily when this piv 
in is elevated by depression of 

i, key, its iaiterally tained 'eir end 
ove the line of travel of the rack 

ct with the elevated step-blade. 
t instance, a special formation 

for the tens of shillings bank 
it, the extent of innovcent 

st the laterally turned 
if the stop artin. Thus, as 
it, the front end of the 

it, 3, d. She War 
al, auts 

ormal 

position. The front edge of the widened 
portion 310 stands in rear of this lower 
front, edge. Thus, when the stop it in 118 

g has been elevated by any (ile afthe blades 
Li5. its laterally turned rear et portion 
still stands in the path of the Widened poi? 
tion of the rack bar, as illustrated in dotted 
lines in Fig. 11. It follows that the rack bir 
will partake of exactly the Saine extent of 
movement, whichever one of the blades 115 is 
elevated. 
The construction provided for the purpose 

of effecting a transfer with every other 
movement of the tens of shillings wheel is 
illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. The transfer 
devices here show are not novel, blit, are 
such as have been heretofore employed in 
machines of the type here show. Each 
nine'al wheel 90 carries a tooted disk 91 
and a trainster pawl 92 is adapted to engage 
this toothed disk to advance the liber 
wheel one step. Said pawl is carried upon a 
pivoted plate 93 and a spring 94 ends to ele 
wate the rear portion of said plate and case 
the pawl, to advance the number wheel. The 
spring is, however, normally restrained by 
the engagement of a li; 95 at the for 
ward part of said plate 93 with a stud 
96 on a lever 97, the latter being drawn 

in the stal 
in achine there 

earwald by a spring 98. 
construction of the Wales 
are two transfer tipping aris, Sich as 
shown it dotted lines it, {}() is Tig. 3, a? i,. . . iii.i. 

, 

7 5 

8 

s 

each number wheel has two series of numer 
als running from 1 to 9 with intervening 
Ze’es. These tripping allins act, against a 
latei'aily targed polition of the lever 37 to 
carry the stud 96 from under the 95, so 
that the spiring 94 nay operate to effect the 
transfer. For the purpose of providing for 
the transfer to the pounds wheel with every 
other advance of the tens of shillings wheel. 
the latter is provided with a disk 101 having 
tei tripping teeth (or cani projections (2. 
With every other advance of this tens of 
shillings wheel, one of said can projections 
will act upon the ever 9 to carry the stud 
96 frail under the lip 95. The restoration. 
of the ever 93 against the stress of the 
spring 94 is effected through the medium of 
a depending slotted link 103, which embraces 
a rod 04 by a pair of cam levei's 105, 
one of which appea's in Fig. 10. Springs, 
one of which is shown at 106 in said figure, 
tend to elevate these can levers. Their de 
pression for effecting restoration of trans 
fe plates or levers is brought about through 

callied 

GG 

5 

20 

the operation of rollers 107, (one of which 
appears in Fig. 1 and also in Fi ig. 40) upon 
the ipper an edges of the evers (5. 
Tiese roles are carried in a cross rod or 
iai' i{}8, which constitute a pistle, uiting 
pitillen i99 and crank 3ris 120. She pit 

are cranked to the aain rock gait, 
in osciiiations g; the atter the 
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role's 10 will be drawn forward and then 
1'etired over the can edges of to leve's ()5. 

lie 'eference intel'n: 1 lesia ( - an 
Veit 'ow 'event in g : \y oil it (ci n) (in 

ille forward end of the 'ansfer plaie 93 and 
{{ngaging the toothed disk 91. spring 12 
lends to disengage said pawl roi said (iisk. 
but is noi'inally restrained fron SC, doing by 
the engagement of a stil 13 on to 'ack 
l: ) 310 with the for waiti edge of said awl, 
as shown in Fig. 9. This forms no part of 
the present invention, nor does tie partiet 
lar form of transfer mechanism above de 
Scribed, and it is not, thought necessary to 
it "ther describe these devices. 

iPassing low to tie Bodification illis 
trated in Figs. 4 to 7, instead (; lengthening 
tle row of St Op-blades aking up the right 
laid set at d having the detent atch or 
road pawl coöperate with the two addi 

tional stop-blades, these additional stop 
blades are noated to the right of the set 
of nine stop-blades of which they constitute 
an extension and 8 separty dete it lately or 

i t pawi coöperates with the \v (, ; ditional 
st (-iolaces thei'eof cott led to move as one 
.. i. is - P - - - . . . . . . . a. - - - . -- with the deterit pawl which c 

stop-blades to the left. iw' (y 't 
employed, these kays bearing the ninej'ais 
0 and as l; the keys 1:8 it instrated in 

ises 
key's 

Figs, 2nd 3 and being similarly jocate on 
the keyboard. These two actition: kcy's 
are coupled at their lower extreities to 
levers 1169 and 16 respectively the after 
being pivoted intermediate their ends on a 
suitable part of the slipporting fairie-work 
and bifurcated at their real e) is for en 
ageinent, respectively with stop-lades 15° 

and 115". The latter protrude through the 
i() of the frame-piece i 13 in line with each 
other roti) front to real as show in Fig. 5 
and in line with the keys 1 ET. The line 
stop-blades if 5 which witl ties: two : (i- 
tional stop-blades 1:13ke a set (; pence 
stops are locate as sita is line with the 
lov (; nine keys with which they coöperate. 
ill' : - ) additional stop-blades are of corse 
locate is advance. Of the said nine stop 
blades. Consequently the latter do not col 
lectively occupy the middle of the franc 
jiece 13 in that is tei"al portion thereof 
where they are located as will ordinarily be 
the case with the inachine organized simply 
for decin)al c{}}"rency, but these nine stop 
ides have a more rearward location co 

lectively so as to provide for the location of 
the additional stop-blades in advance and as 
a continuation of the same set. Jnce this 
modified arrangement the right-hand rack 
bar 310 is required to be differently formed 
Of constructed at its forward (nd as com 
pal'ed with the usia 'nation () coistric 
tion. he is a late’: figer' 3 (): (; Öe'. 
ates with the line stop-placies 15 it an 
additional sitect a fi 

liv's and 

inger 3i () is secred 

to the side of the rack bar opposite that 
where the Istal finger 310 is located, said 
Silplemental finger projecting laterally a 
silicient distance to cofperate with the stop 
blades 15 and 115°, as clearly illustrated 
in Fig. 3. it will be seen that with this coin 
striction of the right-hand rack bar the 
step-blades 115 and 115° and 1 i5 make up 
(::c get providing for eleven different de 
g'('es () i? advance of the 'ack bar. The usia 
detent latch or broad pawl 14 is employed 
for tie nine stop blades 115 and a similar 
litch or broad payyil 14 is mounted in the 
frame-piece 13 and coöperates with the 
stop-blades its and 115". The projecting 
ends of these latches or broad pawis which 
('t stomarily connect with release rechanism 
illinstrated for example in Patent, No. 97,032 
issiled August 15, 1905, to said Charles 
Wales, are tilized in the present, jistance 
as a leans of uniting the latches through 
the lined in of ; link 15 which as iris 
tated in lig. 7 is apert 'ect at its ends to 
e: l'ace said projecting portions of the 
atches. This the latter are tied together so 
as to nove in unison. A spring 34 is, how 

'ei erally applied to each of the 
it clies. 
Y Y: le, 

will be sees that either of tie above 
escril:ed in echa is is is yell dated to full 

fit the object primarily stated and it is to be 
ide 'stool that. Other nodifications inay be 

Diade it carrying oit the invention without 
Wi: . is (inted is: 

! . . . ; ; ; cline of the character de 
scribed, tie combination of parallel rows of 
: () it keys forming one. Set; a set of stops 
('entaiji of which aire operatively connected 
is the keys of one of said rows respectively 
and the others to the keys of the other row 
l'estectively: a differential accounting mein 
beir whoso (extent of overheit is deternied. 
iby the (e': led st(); iiid defeint nearls Corn 
in)()) { ai: tie stops, 

2. a cline of the character ig 
scribe it, the contination of parallei rows e? 

a single set of stops, the latter con 
etcrl respectively to said keys with offset 

provisions to enable the keys of the parallel 
rows to "tipe: te 'espcctively with the stops 
of the set; detent inneans common to said 
stops; and a differential accounting member 
whose extent of movement is determined by 
the alticular stop operated. 

3. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the conibination of parallel rows of 
keys and a single set of stops, levers con 
necting the stops respectively to said keys, 
detent neans common to said stops and a 
differential accounting member whose ex 
tent of movement is determined by the par 
ticula 1 stop operated; there being offset pro 
\isions to enable the keys of the parallel 
rows as a set to coöperate espectively with 
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all the stops composing the aforesaid set to 
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25 

40 
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'ariously determine the extent of movement 
of said member. 

4. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination of parallel rows 
af depressible keys, a set of yertically mov 
able stops, levers pivoted intermediate their 
ends and connected on one side of the piy 
{ts to the keys respectively and on the other 
side to the stops respectively; and a recip 
rocating accouilting member whose extent; 
of in ovenient is determined by a leatment 
-against one of the said stops: there being 
offset provisions to enable the keys of the 
parallel rows to coijerate respectively with 
the stops of the set to variously determine 
the extent of and vein eit of said member. 

5. in a machine of the character de 
scied, the combination of parallel rows of 
anciant lays forming one set; a set of stops 
certain of Winic are in ine with and oper 
atively connected to the keys of one of said 
rows "espectively aid the others in line with 
and operatively connected to the keys of 
the other row respectively; a differential 
acco inting member whose extent of move 
alient is dete; inited by the operated stop; 
aid detent means coium on to all the stops. 

{5. machine of the character de 
Scrified, the combination of parallel rows of 
an:int - 

:ertain of which are operatively connected to 
the keys of one of said rows respectively 
and the others to the keys of the other row 
respectively; a differential accounting mein 
ber whose extent of movement is determined 
by the oparated stop; and detent means com 
mon to all the stops, the same comprising 
spring-held latches one for each department 
of stops and operatively connected together. 

T. in a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination of parallel rows of 
:ii) (lili keys foi'ining one set: a set of stops 
certain (; vyi {o}}eratively coalected 
ig he ikeys f said rows respectively 
and the . . . 

Y 
ti. 

other's to the key 
i'espectively; a lifferential accoil inting Yen 
ber whose extent of movement is deter 
mined by the operated stop; and detent. 
ineans common to all the stops, the same 
comprising a spring-held latch for each de 
partinent of stops and a link connecting the 
latches, 

8. in a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination of parallel series 
of amount keys, corresponding series of 
stops, operating connections between the 
keys and stops, a rack bar, having laterally 
spaced portions for abutting stops of the 
different series respectively, and means for 
reciprocating the rack hair. 

3. in 8, shachine 
scribgi, iiie coniii. 

. . . . keys, correspaint 

of 

eys forning one set; a set of stops 

y's of the tier 'ow 
which the latter rocks thai 

and stops, a rack bar having oppositely ex 
tending projections for abutting stops of 
the different series respectively, and means 
for recipiocating the rack bar. 

10. in a machine of the character de 
Scribed, the combination of parallel series 
of depressible amount keys, corresponding 
Series of vertically movable stop blades, le. 
vers connecting the keys and blades, detent 
devices common to all the stop blades, a rack bar having laterally projecting fingers for 
abutment against stop biades of the series respectively, 
said rack bar. 

11. In a. machine of the character de 
Scribed, the combination with a series of in 
dependently rotatable accumulating wheels, 
of a differentially operable actuating device 
for each wheel with provisions for an in 
creased range of novelinent of one such ac 
tuating device, as compared with others. 

and means for reciprocating 

12. it a machine of the character de-, 
scribed, the combination with a series of ii 
dependently rotatable accumulating wheels, 
of a rack for each wheel, a pair of radius 
links for each rack, and a rocking structure 
to a but corresponding members of said pairs 
of links for moving the racks in one di 
rection, the point of contact between one of 
such links and the said rocking structure be 
ing father removed from the center on 
which the latter' rocks than the points of 
contact between others of said links and said 
rocking structure. 

i3. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination with a series of in 
dependentiy rotatable accumulating wheels, 
of a rack for each wheel, a pair of radius 
links for each rack, a rocking structure to 
abut corresponding members of Said pairs 
of links for moving the racks in one direc 
tion, the point of contact between one of 
such links and the said rocking structure be 
ing farther removed from the center on 

joints of 
contact betwee; other 
locking stricture; means for rocking the 
latte'; and springs connecting the same with 

's oi said : ES 

the links. 
14. In a machine of the character de 

scribed, the combination of a key-piece, a 
recipi'ocating bar, and a movable stop for 
holding said bar in normal position, said 
key-piece adapted to displace said stop to 
permit movement of the bar measured by 
abutment against the stop. 

15. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination of a key-piece, a 
reciprocating shouldered bar, and a mov 
able stop for holding said bar in normal 
position, said key-piece adapted to displace 
said stop to permit movement of the bar 
ineasured by abutinent against the stop, 
above the shoulder of the bar. 

3. if a., raciaire ei the ca:33 &cte: (8. 

and said: 

C 

15. 

25. 
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scribed, the combination of a set of key 
pieces adapted to be separately elevated, a 
stop arm extending over said key pieces and 
arranged to be lifted by any one of them, 
and a reciprocating bar shouldered to pro 
vide aiutment edges in different vertical 
planes, one of such edges to a but the stop 

arm when the latter is dow) and the other to 
abut said arm when it is lifted by one of the J. C. key pieces. 

CHARES WALES. 
Witnesses: - - 

J. G. VINCENT, 
F. H. Boy ER. 


